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1.  You are an award-winning author,  conference speaker,  and a freelance editor.  These
trades,  although  maybe  unknown  to  you,  affirmed  the  meaning  of  your  last  name
“Buckman” -“occupational name for a scholar or scribe, Middle English bocman (from Old
English boc ‘book’ + mann ‘man’)”Your first name, in Hebrew means: Feminine of Michael:
“gift from God.” Do you agree that our names define us or is it just pure coincide that you
are an outstanding Catholic author?

I think perhaps we grow into our names. Buckman is, of course, my married name. I had no idea
that was the meaning of Buckman. Perhaps I was led to my husband because of his name and
never knew it.

“Gift from God” is a wonderful name, and I’ve always considered my ability to write stories as a
wonderful gift because I truly enjoy being an author. 

2.  You have written seven novels but only the last three won awards. Would you please
share with our readers the learning curves of crafting an award-winning book? Where and
how authors find such awards opportunities? How were you able to remain humble and not
let the awards go straight to your ego?

I learned of book award contests through my publishers and writing groups (American Christian
Writers  Association,  Fiction  Writers  Network,  and  Catholic  Writers  Guild).  Joining  writing
communities is one of most important steps a writer can take. Networking opens doors to fellow
writers  who  can offer  advice  and critiques,  conference  information,  as  well  as  connections  to



agents and editors. 

Awards are a nice accolade and look good on resumes and bios, but for me the greatest reward is
hearing from readers.

3.   These  awards  led you to  be  invited as  a  featured author  at  the Catholic  Marketing
Network  trade  show,  International  Christian  Retail  Show,  Southeastern  Independent
Booksellers Association, and the South Carolina Book Festival. In a nut shell, share with
our readers the pivoted effect these appearances had on you as author/person and the
marketing of your books. Which one of them provided you with the best exposure and why?

Trade shows provide great exposure to bookstore owners, so any trade show, as long as your
books appeal to that particular audience, will  offer great exposure and hopefully will encourage
bookstore owners to sell your books in their stores. 

The  Catholic  Marketing  Network  trade  show is  a  wonderful  opportunity  because  the  Catholic
Writers Guild holds its annual writers conference at the same time and location, which means
everyone in the industry is in the same place at the same time. 

Writing conferences in general are great places to meet agents and editors looking for the next
great manuscript. If you get a meeting with one, give a great pitch, and have done your homework
so that your manuscript matches that house’s needs, your manuscript will be read.

4. On September, 2010 you were a firecracker-author as in 29 days difference, you released
two books, with two different storyline, and publishers. Wow! How were you able to remain
focus, without mixing them, and finding the publishers? Please share that magic formula
with our readers.

Death Panels was actually one of my very first manuscripts. I wrote it back in the 90s when Bill
Clinton was elected president, because I sensed that the liberal party would pull our nation into a
global union, which in turn would lead to anti-Christian laws, the devaluing life and faith, and carry
us down the path of  euthanasia,  deterioration of  marriage,  and more government control  over
children, which in turn would mean loss of parental rights. Unfortunately, no one shared my vision
until Obamacare was passed, which is why it was published so long after the fact. Two of the main
tenants of the story that seemed outrageous in the 90s have become a reality with little resistance
from the public—“abortion” after birth and euthanasia as a medical option. 

My first three books— A Piece of the Sky, Maggie Come Lately, and My Beautiful Disaster—
were  published  in  the  Christian  Book  Association  (CBA)  market  through  my agent.  However,
Rachel’s Contrition is very Catholic and no one in CBA would touch it. Fortunately, I joined the
Catholic Writers Guild and met Regina Doman, who was working as the editor at Sophia Institute
Press.  She read the manuscript and immediately offered me a contract. 

In short, I just happened to secure two contracts from different houses at the same time for books
that were written years apart. 

5.   First  your released  Death Panels (Futuristic  dystopian:  Sept  1,  2010,  Saint  Benedict
Press) were in the book description you describe the story as:  “The Death Panels is an
exciting and disturbing story of a not-too-distant future in which our current political battles
over  life  and  freedom have  reached  an  explosive  crossroads,  and  a  clarion  call  to  all
Christians and lovers of liberty.”  What was your goal? Was your targeted audience ready
for it or was your story ahead of time -- almost prophetic of where humanity is heading?

As I mentioned above, I wrote it in the 90s. I don’t understand how no one else saw so much of
this unfolding, but they didn’t, and no one wanted the book. Everyone thought it was extreme and
ridiculous. The original version also had all the immoral sexual relationships we see now and the
teaching of these sexual things in elementary schools, which has also become a reality. Abortion
reaching beyond the womb and basing medical  care  on a  person’s  worth  in  society  are also



unfolding.  The most  extreme parts of  the story are still  fiction:  Christians being sent  to live in
specific reservation areas like Native Americans, and children being dropped off at “care centers”
when parents no longer want them, at which point the government decides if they become trained
as soldiers or used for organ donation. Let’s hope we don’t reach either of those.

The message of the book is simple: Turn things around by being the pebble that causes a ripple in
the  pond  of  change.  Then  you  released  your  first  award-winning  book,  Rachel's  Contrition
(Christian women's fiction: Sept 30, 2010 Sophia Press) which I had the pleasure of reading and
reviewing,(http://timewithtannia.cnm2ortiz.com/wp-
content/uploads/2019/06/RAchelContritionPDF.pdf) I read the book from Rachel's point of view and
was able to feel her pain and walk a mile in her shoes. Writing the review was challenging because
reading it was a spiritual journey which led me to confront some of my dusty skeletons hidden in
the closet. Thanks for the walk! Is Rachel based on a true story or was it inspired by our societal
dilemmas? Meaning of the CALA award?

Rachel’s Contrition was inspired by a five-second news blip I heard on the radio. News stories
are always so cold—“A man found his child dead.” I sat in my car thinking about that man, and him
having to tell his wife, and how their entire world must have fallen apart. I wrote a scene about it
and tucked it away. Years later, a relative and several friends suffered the death of their children in
accidents. As I watched their suffering, I knew it was a subject I had to address. I used the dark
music of Evanescence (some of their songs were inspired by the death of Amy Lee’s sibling) to
inspire the writing of Rachel’s thoughts and moods. The raw emotions in the story were difficult to
write. As I do with all my books, I wrote it totally out of order, writing scenes as they flooded into my
head, never knowing where or how they would work into the story. When I was finished, I made
piles of scenes all over the living room floor and gradually sorted them into order, then knit them
together, weaving past and present together in layers.

I am very honored that Rachel’s Contrition was the first book to be awarded the Catholic Arts &
Letters Award. I think the award adds validation to any work. 

6.  After that momentum, you took seven years before releasing your second award-winning
book,  Turning  in  Circles  (Southern  fiction:  2017  Vinspire  Publishing,  LLC)  with  a  new
publisher. Once again the main characters are young female dealing with the reactions and
consequences of their decisions. Is your targeted audience adolescents who need guidance
in how to navigate the rough teens years to reach a safe haven? Reasons for changing
publishers?

My novel Death Panels and Lorraine V. Murray’s novel Death of a Liturgist were Tan Book’s only
foray into fiction, after which they returned to their usual nonfiction fare. Sophia Institute Press
produced  a  lot  of  fiction,  but  the  company  was  sold  to  Thomas  More  Publishing  right  after
Rachel’s  Contrition came out,  and  they  had  no  interest  in  fiction  at  all.  With  both  of  those
avenues closed, I sold Turning in Circles to Vinspire through an online conference meeting. 

With a late-life child to raise and four older kids to put through college, I moved from writing to
being a full-time editor. Thankfully, the fourth child just finished college, so although I continue to
edit, I am also back to writing and hope to secure a new agent in the near future.  

7.  In addition to writing novels you are also an international conference speaker. When you
are  invited  to  participate,  do  you  have  the  freedom to  choose  your  topic  or  does  the
organizers ask you to share your knowledge on an area of your expertise? How do you deal
with stage-fright?

Most conferences ask for three suggested conference topics, and if they are interested in one, they
respond with a contract. I love sharing information about writing and publishing, so I guess that
keeps me from having stage fright. I actually have a harder time with small talk at a cocktail party
than speaking to a crowd.
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8.  Now let us move on to most author's goal: Book Discussions - both local or virtually.
What are some of the benefits and downsides of participating in such? How do you manage
your time to be sure you remain focus while providing the audience freedom to express
their views? How do you choose the book?

Book  discussion  groups  contact  me  with  a  specific  title  already  chosen.  Usually,  groups  are
bursting with questions, so I start there, letting them ask questions, and I build each question into a
deeper topic that creates further discussion. The downside is when group members share one
book instead of buying individual copies. 

My most memorable book discussion was at a school where the teacher had the students read the
first half of  Maggie Come Lately, a story about a teenager named Maggie who finds a classmate
left for dead in the woods. The teacher had the class create a court case to determine who they
thought was guilty of the crime. She invited me to attend the presentation, which was great fun and
led to all sorts of discussions afterwards.

9.  Before concluding our conversation, I would like to talk about your Editing Services.
Please share with our readers the importance of having a manuscript professionally edited.
What type of services you provide? How do you calculate the cost for your services? Where
can our readers contact you to obtain a quote?

Whether a writer plans to self-publish or seek a contract with a traditional publisher, having the
manuscript professionally edited gives it a much better chance of success. In terms of publishers
looking at a manuscript, a writer gets one shot. If you’re lucky enough to get a full manuscript read,
you want the manuscript to be so good that the house can’t possibly reject it. The competition is
fierce! Likewise, so many books are produced online nowadays that it takes a great book to stand
out and catch the attention of readers and media.

Having said that, writers need to be aware that many people call themselves editors without really
having the experience and know-how to edit well. There is a huge difference between a proofread
(checking for typos), a copyedit (checking spelling and grammar) and line editing (improving writing
by looking at every sentence for active voice, compelling descriptions, tension-building words) and
a content edit (the overall structure/plot of a book). Developmental editing, done in the early stages
of  a  book  from  outline  and  first  chapters,  is  also  a  skill  unto  itself—being  able  to  see  the
weaknesses and strengths of a book from the get-go, and developing an outline and structure that
will make the finished book a success. 

Before hiring an editor, a writer should look at works the editor has edited, as well as any books
they have written. (Not all editors are writers.) Ask for references. I have references posted on my
website.

Because I have been writing, teaching, and editing for so long, I actually edit on several levels as I
go through a manuscript and line edit to bring the writing up to the highest level possible, offering
explanations and examples as I go, and I provide detailed comments throughout to clarify why
have  suggested  a  change  and  how  to  increase  the  effectiveness  of  the  story  or  nonfiction
information. I provide an overview document that details everything with specific instructions on
how  to  implement  the  changes.  More  info  and  example  edits  can  be  seen  here:
https://michellebuckman.com/editing-services

My greatest  pleasure  is  seeing  other  writers  succeed.  To that  end,  when  a  great  manuscript
crosses my desk (well, crosses my laptop screen), I use my wide range of contacts to help connect
the writer to a house I think will be interested in the finished, revised product. I’m not an agent and
I don’t help with contracts, but I love to see others’ succeed and great books produced.

10.  Where can our readers buy your books and contact you?

My website lists my books: www.MichelleBuckman.com

I can be contacted through my website: Michelle@MichelleBuckman.com

mailto:Michelle@MichelleBuckman.com
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My first three books (A Piece of the Sky, Maggie Come Lately, and My Beautiful Disaster) are
out of print, but I have a few on my shelves I’ll sell. Email me. (I know I need to get them back out
there but self-publishing is not my thing.)

The three newest ones are available on Amazon:

Rachel       痴  Contrition

Death Panels

Turning in Circles 

11.  A word of advice to wannabeauthors and those trying to find and define their voice.

Finding your voice? Read, read, read, read. Not just anything. Read books you want to emulate
and study what you read. There is a different rhythm to each genre—a different beat, a different
strength and pattern. When you’ve studied and learned your genre, when you’ve determined what
authors you consider to be the best of the best, then read everything by those authors and learn
from those books.  Where’s  the magic? What  makes those books shine? What  is  unique and
wonderful  about  the  voice?  Study  the  sentence  structure,  the  words  used,  the  beats  of  the
paragraphs. From there, you’ll find your voice.

Find a writing place that inspires you. For me, it’s the beach. I can write more during one isolated
week at the beach than months at home. In the silence of the beach, I hear my characters more
clearly. 

Listen to the characters and write down what they say.  

Keep a notebook or notecards with you at all times and write as soon as inspired. Great words will
be lost in the wind if you don’t write them down at once. 

If you think it’s easy, you’re not working hard enough. It’s hard. It’s writing and revising and revising
and rewriting. It’s cutting parts you love because they don’t really belong. Tightening and cutting
and tightening again. Finding ways to make readers see through the character’s unique eyes, not
yours. The character should be telling the story, not you. You are merely a vehicle through which
the character manages to come to life.

Attend conferences to learn and to network.

Don’t give up.
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